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ABSTRACT
A certificateless (CL) signcryption scheme is a cryptographic primitive that
provides user authentication and message confidentiality at the same time. CL
signcryption schemes (as a type of certificateless encryption scheme) have solved
problems concerning malicious server presentation, and the server who issues
users’ partial private keys and certificates cannot obtain users’ signing keys.
Therefore, the CL signcryption scheme is an excellent choice for protecting users’
signing keys and providing user authentication and message confidentiality.
Moreover, signcryption schemes have lower computational costs than signature
and encryption schemes. The present study presents a short and efficient CL
signcryption scheme based on the hyperelliptic curve (HC). Applying HC as the
calculation base for designing the presented CL signcryption scheme reduces
key-length from 160 bits to 80. The presented CL signcryption scheme is shorter
than other recently-proposed ones with regard to communication overhead with
its less than one-third shorter length compared to the shortest of the others.
Moreover, it is more efficient than other recently-proposed CL signcryption
schemes in the user-side computational cost, including the key generation and
user key generation phases that have been halved in total. Finally, the security of
the presented CL signcryption scheme was analyzed in the random oracle (RO)
model based on the hardness of the point factorization problem (PFP) on HC.
c 2020 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

rivacy is a significant challenge on the internet
and in computer networks. Various features are
needed that are believed to provide privacy, such
as message confidentiality, user authentication, and
user’s signing key protection are three features that
can be provided privacy for users. Applying encryption algorithms [1, 2] (symmetric or asymmetric) is
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the main method for providing message confidentiality, and digital signature schemes are known as one
of the most popular primitives that provide user authentication [3]. Creating a certificateless version of
cryptosystems (e.g., encryption and signature) is a
method which can protect users’ signing keys when
the signer wants no one (even the server) to be able to
obtain its signing key [4, 5]. In this method, a part of
the user’s private key is generated by the user, while
the central authority has no access to it. The user
creates a new pair of public-private keys using its certificate and a unique private random number. The
key escrow feature is defined as a feature in cryptosystems whereby the server who issued users’ certificates
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can obtain users’ private signing keys [6]. However,
certificateless schemes do not provide the mentioned
feature and solve the key escrow problem.
The signcryption scheme [7] and a certificateless (CL)
signcryption scheme [5] are two primitives that provide user authentication and message confidentiality
at the same time. However, the server cannot break
the message confidentiality or forge users’ signatures
if a secure CL signcryption scheme is applied. The
main difference between “signcryption” and “signature and encryption” (signature then encryption or
encryption then signature) is in the computational
overhead where in signcryptions, a type of symmetric
encryption (i.e., AES) is applied.
Conributions: In this paper, an efficient and short
CL signcryption scheme is presented based on the
hyperelliptic curve (HC). In the communication overhead, we show that the presented CL signcryption
scheme has a lower communication overhead than
other recently-proposed CL signcryption schemes,
among which it has about one-third communication
overhead of the shortest. Additionally, the presented
CL signcryption scheme is more efficient in the computational overhead than other recently-proposed CL
signcryption schemes in all phases where it is halved
in total. In the presented CL signcryption scheme, the
signcryption and unsigncryption phases are similar
to the basic signcryption scheme [7], but the partial
private key extract and user key generation phases
are quite different and more efficient. One of the efficiency aspects is to choose HC as the base of calculations in such a way that the 80-bit key length on HC
provides equal security to the 160-bit key length on
an elliptic curve (EC).
We analyze the security of the presented CL signcryption scheme in the RO model and reduce the security
of the presented CL signcryption scheme to the hardness of the point factorization problem (PFP) 1 on
HC. We finally compare the presented CL signcryption scheme with other existing schemes and show its
efficiency.
Organization: We present an overview of several
CL signcryption schemes in Section 2. In Section 3,
we describe the paper preliminaries. In Section 4, we
present our CL signcryption scheme and analyze it.
Finally, in Section 5, we compare the presented CL
signcryption scheme with recently-proposed schemes.

2

Related Works

In 2016, Zhou et al. presented a CL signcryption
scheme that provides unforgeability and confidentiality against adversary type I and type II in the stan1

The PFP on HC can be assumed equivalent to the hyperelliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (HCDLP).
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dard model [9]. Their CL signcryption scheme was
designed based on the hardness of the modified decisional bilinear Diffie- Hellman (M-DBDH) and the
square computational Diffie- Hellman (Squ-CDH).
In 2017, Yu et al. presented a CL signcryption scheme
with no pairing [11]. Their presented CL signcryption
scheme’s security is based on the difficulty of computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) and the discrete
logarithm (DL) problems. In the same year, Luo et
al. presented another pairing-based CL signcryption
scheme [12] which is an enhanced model of the Zhou
et al.’s scheme [9]. However, the Luo et al.’s scheme
was designed on the hardnesses of the CDH and the
decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problems
while their scheme was made more efficient than [9].
Rastegari and Berenjkoub presented yet another CL
signcryption scheme [10]. They presented an improvement of the Liu et al.’ scheme [13].
In 2018, Caixue presented a CL signcryption scheme
with no random oracle [16] that was designed on the
complexity of four hard problems including the truncated decision q-augmented bilinear Diffie-Hellman
exponent (TD-q-ABDHE), the M-DBDH, the qStrong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH), and the Squ-CDH.
In 2019, Shan proposed a CL signcryption scheme
that was designed based on the Modified-PS’ hardness [17]. No random oracle was applied in Shan’s
CL signcryption scheme. However, he used a bilinear
pairing map that made much computation overhead
in the signcryption and unsigncryption phases. In
the same year, Gao et al. presented a pairing-free CL
signcryption scheme that could be adopted to access
control in wireless body area networks (WBAN) [19].
They then applied their presented CL signcryption
scheme in a protocol designed for WBAN.
In 2020, Lin et al. analyzed the Rastegari et al.’s CL
signcryption scheme and showed that [10] is vulnerable to known session temporary information [20];
But Lin et al. presented no improvement. In the
same year, Liu et al. presented another CL signcryption scheme for use in WBAN systems [21] (similar
to [19]). The Liu et al.’s scheme was designed based
on the hardness of DLP while their scheme was
heavier than [19] (see the comparison in Section 5).
As another CL signcryption scheme, Kasyoka et al.
analyzed the Wei and Ma’s scheme [23], which was
proposed in 2019 for cloud storage, and improved
its vulnerability to unforgeability against adversary
types I and II [22]. Additionally, Kasyoka et al.
claimed that their proposed CL signcryption scheme
was more efficient than [23]. Mandal et al. in 2020
presented an access control scheme for the internet
of things that applied a CL signcryption scheme
to provide message confidentiality and user (node)
authentication simultaneously [24]. A lattice-based
CL signcryption scheme was designed based on the
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Table 1. The Summary of Section 2
Ref

Year

Basic scheme Motivations/Problems

Main idea

Zhou [9]

2016

Yuan [8]

They claimed CL signcryption schemes are Applying bilinear pairing, which is
vulnerable to Type I security.
Type I secure. Reducing the scheme’s
security to M-DBDH and Squ-CDH.

Yu [11]

2017

-

They claimed most CL signcryption schemes Proposing a pairing-free and secure CL
have a lot computational overhead due be- signcryption scheme.
cause of pairing.

Luo [12]

2017

Zhou [9]

They claimed that when security-proved CL Presenting a CL signcryption scheme
signcryptions schemes under the RO model in the standard model based on the
are applied in practical situations, the RO hardness of DBDH and CDH problems.
model causes many security problems due to
its own defects.

Rastegari [10]

2017

Liu [13]

Security weaknesses of [13], including attacks Improving [13] and presenting a more
against semantic security and existential un- efficient scheme in the standard model.
forgeability [14, 15].

Caixue [16]

2018

Zhou [9]

He claimed that the proposed CL signcryption Using identity-based encryption to reschemes are insecure or inefficient. They need duce the numbers of stored parameters.
to have long system public parameters. It
caused to have a limited storage environment.

Shan [17]

2019

Canard [18]

Gao [19]

2019

-

Lin [20]

2020

Rastegari [10] Cryptanalysis of the known session-specific Implementing the known sessiontemporary information attack in the standard specific temporary information attack
model-based CL signcryption schemes.
on [10] (no improvement was proposed).

Liu [21]

2020

Similar to Gao Sensitive data confidentiality and efficiency.
[19]

Kasyoka [22]

2020

Wei [23]

Weaknesses of [23] to both types of EUF-CMA Modifying [23] in such a way that the
I and II.
modified scheme is secure to EUF-CMA
I and II, and it is more efficient than.

Yu [26]

2020

Chen [25]

The existing CL signcryption schemes are not Presenting a quantum-secure CL signsecure to quantum computers.
cryption scheme that has higher computation efficiency lower communication
costs than the existing schemes.

Yuan [27]

2020

Luo [12]

Cryptanalysis of weaknesses of [12] when a No Improvement of [12] was presented.
malicious KGC wants to implement attacks.

No clear motivations were defined.

Proposing an efficient CL signcryption
scheme secure in the standard model.

WBAN systems problems and especially the Providing message confidentiality and
efficiency since most of the users are sensors unforgeability in WBAN systems.
(low-power devices).

hardness of the two problems learning with errors
(LWE) and small integer solution (SIS) by Yu et
al. [26]. The presented lattice-based CL signcryption
scheme provides security against quantum computers
in addition to providing the required security for CL
signcryption schemes. The cryptanalysis of the Luo
et al.’s scheme [12] was presented by Yuan [27]. Yuan
showed that the Luo et al.’s scheme did not provide
signcryption unforgeability if a curious key generator
center (KGC) was present; it also did not provide
message confidentiality if a malicious KGC wanted
to implement attacks.
The summary of the discussed studies is provided
in Table 1, and we will compare and analyze the

Designing an efficient RSA-based CL
signcryption scheme based to apply in a
data access control protocol for WBAN
systems.

above-discussed schemes in Section 5 in more detail.

3

Preliminaries

In this section, we review the preliminaries of this
paper. The list of used notations is shown in Table 2.
3.1

Hyperelliptic Curve

The curve C is defined as a HC over a finite field
Fq with an equation of C: y 2 + h(x)y = f (x) where
h(x) ∈ Fq (x) is a polynomial of degree at most g, and
f (x) ∈ Fq (x) is a monic polynomial of degree 2g +
1 [28, 29]. The objective is to form a jacobian group
JC(Fq ), and select a divisor D where D is a generator
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Table 2. The list of used notations
Notation

Description

C

Hyperelliptic curve over prime field Fq

D

Devisor of large prime order n in JC(Fq )

Deck (.)

Symmetric decryption algorithm

Enck (.)

Symmetric encryption algorithm

g

Generator of G

h(.)

Secure one-way map-to-point function

IDi

Identity of ith user

JC(Fq )
λ
params

Jacobian group
Security parameter
Set of CL signcryption public parameters

prUi

Private key of ith user

prUix

The CL private key of ith user

puUi

Public key of ith user

puUix

The CL public key of ith user

q

Large prime number (q ≥ 280 )

s

Master secret key of KGC

Ui

The ith user

V

Verifier (receiver)

xi

Secret parameter selected by ith user

k

Concatenate operation

of JC group. The D is set as: D = (a(x), b(x)) =
i
(Σgi=0 ai xi , Σg−1
i=0 bi x ) ∈ JC(Fq ). There is no solution
if (a, b) ∈ Fq × Fq which simultaneously satisfy a
equation b2 + h(a)b = f (a) and a partial derivative
equations.
The HC is more efficient than the elliptic curve (EC),
and the 80 bits of a key on the HC provides equal
security to the 160 bits of a key on the EC [30]. We
use the HC to provide the same security using the 80
bits of keys. It is one of the items that provide more
efficiency for the presented CL signcryption scheme
in addition to making lower communication overhead.
Complexity assumption: It is assumed that there
is no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm (PPT)
to find r ∈ Fq by having a point rD on the HC C
where D as a generator of JC group. But forgiven r,
there is a PPT algorithm to calculate rD.
We define an advantage of a PPT adversary (A) in
solving the PFP on HC as: ADVAP F P = P r[A(rD) =
r|rD] < ε.
3.2

Certificateless Signcryption

A digital signature is a cryptographic primitive that
provides user authentication and message integrity
[3]. In the following, we will briefly describe the general certificateless (CL) signcryption scheme.
There is a need to define a feature named key escrow.
In summary, key escrow means that a central author-
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ity (CA) who issued users’ certificates can obtain their
private keys and recover their encrypted messages or
signs instead of them [6]. However, in CL signatures,
CA cannot obtain users’ signature keys [4].
The concept of signcryption was first proposed by Y.
Zheng in 1997 [7]. This type of signature provides
user authentication and message confidentiality at
the same time, where it is only the verifier V that
can obtain the plain message since the message is encrypted by a symmetric encryption algorithm. Therefore, the cost of signcryption is much lower than those
of sign and encryption (costsignature_and_encryption
 costsignature +costencryption ).
As previously mentioned, we can define the CL signcryption scheme as a cryptographic primitive that
provides message confidentiality the user authentication simultaneously; CA cannot obtain a users’ private keys either [5]. Therefore, CA cannot create a
valid signcryption instead of the real signer, and it
cannot recover the encrypted message. In the following, the general definition of the generic CL signcryption scheme and its security model will be presented.
3.2.1

Definition

The generic CL signcryption scheme consists of six
PPT algorithms, namely: setup, partial private key
extraction, user key generation, private key generation, signcryption, and unsigncryption [9, 10]. These
will all be described in the following paragraphs.
(1) (params, s) ← Setup(λ): On the security parameter λ, Setup(λ) returns the set of system
public parameters params and the master secret key s.
(2) (puUi , prUi ) ← Partial private key extraction(params, s): The Partial private key extraction algorithm takes params and s and
returns Ui ’s partial pairs of public-private keys
(puUi , prUi ).
(3) prUix ← User key generation(params, xi , prUi ):
Using params, prUi , and the selected random
value xi ∈R [1, n − 1], the User key generation
algorithm computes the CL private key prUix .
(4) puUix ← key generation(xi , prUix , params): On
xi , params, and prUix , the key generation algorithm is executed to generate user’s CL public
key puUix .
(5) σ ← Signcryption(params, prUix , puV , m): To
generate a CL signcryption on the message m,
the Signcryption algorithm takes params, m,
verifier’s (V ) public key puV , and prUix and
returns σ as the CL signcrypt on the message
m.
(6) {m, ⊥} ← Unsigncryption(params, prV , puUix ,
σ): The Unsigncryption algorithm takes
params, prV , puUix , and σ and returns m if σ
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keys. It means, AII has the set of OII =
{OP K , OSC , OU SC } and the master secret key
s.
This type of adversary is assumed as an insider adversary (malicious KGC) who wants
to forge the CL signcryption scheme or break
message confidentiality (malicious-but-passive
KGC attack). It is also defined to show that an
insider adversary (e.g., malicious KGC) cannot
implement the two mentioned attacks on the
CL signcryption scheme.

Table 3. The list of security notations
Notation
OP K

Description
Private key oracle

ORP K
OSC

Replace private key oracle
Signcryption oracle

OU SC

Unsigncryption oracle

OI

{OP K , ORP K , OSC , OU SC }

OII

{OP K , OSC , OU SC }

AI

An adversary who has OI

AII

An adversary who has OII

C

The Challenger

is valid. Else, it returns ⊥.
3.2.2

Security Model

To describe the security model of the general CL
signcryption schemes, there is a need to define some
oracles and two types of adversaries, as will follow.
Regarding the definition of a CL signcryption scheme,
the needed oracles are defined below.

According to defined oracles and two types of adversaries (AI and AII or outsider and insider adversaries), four games are designed to analyze the
security of CL signcryption schemes [16, 31, 32]. In
the following, we present the four mentioned games
and show the used security notations in Table 3. In
the presented security model, the defined games are
played between AI or AII and the challenger C. As
a result, the games for AI and AII are executed separately and AI and AII cannot cooperate.
(1) Confidentiality against AI : This feature
means that an outsider adversary (named AI )
who has the ability to implement the key replacement attack cannot break the message
confidentiality of a secure CL signcryption
scheme. As a formal definition, we can say that
a secure CL signcryption scheme is confidential
to AI if AI cannot find a PPT algorithm to
obtain the message m which a CL signcryption scheme is created over. To show this, the
following game (Game 1 ) is designed.

• The OP K is the private key oracle that takes
user’s identity ID and returns the user’s private
0
key prU
.
i
• The ORP K is the replace private key oracle,
0
that takes the new user’s private key prU
and
ix
replace it by prUix .
• The OSC is the signcryption oracle that takes
message m, the private key of the ith user Ui ,
and the public key of V and returns a valid CL
signcryption σ 0 .
• The OU SC is the unsigncryption oracle that
takes CL signcryption σ, public key of Ui , and
private key of V and returns the valid message
m0 .

Game 1: If AI can find no PPT algorithm to
win in Game 1 named IND-CLSC-CCA2-I 2 ,
the CL signcryption scheme provides the INDCLSC-CCA2-I security. The Game 1 is defined
in four phases as follows.
• Setup: The security parameter λ is given
and a master secret key s is generated by
C. Then, C executes a PPT alghorithm to
generate the set of system public parameters params. The C gives the set of system
public parameters params and the set OI
to AI and keeps its master secret key s
secure.
• Find stage: The AI submits polynomially
bounded numbers of queries to all oracles
in the set OI and stores all responses.
• Challenge stage: The C creates two messages mi where i ∈ {1, 2} with an equal
length, and creates two CL signcrypts σ1
and σ2 on m1 and m2 , respectively. Then,

For simplifying the security model, the two types of
adversaries are defined below.
AI : The adversary type I who has no access to the
master secret key s, but it can replace the public
key of each user (key replacement attack) with
a random value it wants. It means, AI has only
the set of OI = {OP K , ORP K , OSC , OU SC }.
This type of adversary is assumed as an outsider adversary (real adversary) who wants to
implement attacks such as breaking message
confidentiality or forging the CL signcryption
scheme. In fact, this type of adversary is defined
to show that an outsider adversary can implement no attack (breaking message confidentiality or forging the CL signcryption scheme) to
the CL signcryption scheme.
AII : The adversary type II has access to the master secret key s, but cannot replace the user’s

2

Indistinguishability-certificateless signcryption-adaptive chosen ciphertext attack-type I
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C gives σi where i ∈R {1, 2}, m1 and m2
to AI .
• Guess stage: The AI wins if guesses a
valid value for i with a probability more
than 12 in a polynomial-time such that
U nsigncrypt(σi ) = mi .
The AI ’s advantage in Game 1 is defined as
ADVAGame1
= |P r[AI (σi , m1 , m2 ) = i |σi , m1 ,
I
m2 ] − 12 |, and AI wins Game 1 if it has a nonnegligible advantage against C.

tion on a message m. Game 3 has been written
below to show this feature in more detail.
Game 3: If AI can find a PPT algorithm to
win in Game 3 named of EUF-CLSC-CMA-I 4
with a negligible probability, the CL signcryption scheme provides the EUF-CLSC-CMA-I
security. The game 3 includes three phases as
follows.
• Setup: This phase is the same Setup phase
described in Game 1.
• Queries: This phase is the same Find stage
phase described in Game 1.
• Forgery: The A selects two identities
ID1 and ID2 and a message m. Then,
it creates a CL signcrypt on m instead
of the user by a selected identity ID1 as
signcrypt(params, k, prU1 , puU2 , m) =
σ1 and AI sends σ1 to the user U2 who
has the identity ID2 .
The A wins Game 3 if the user U2 by the
identity ID2 unsigncrypts the received CL
signcryption σ1 successfully using its private
key and the U1 ’s public key. The AI ’s advantage is defined as ADVAGame3
= P r[m ←
I
U nsigncrypt(params, prU2 , puU1 , σ1 )], and
AI wins Game 3 if it has a non-negligible
advantage against C.

(2) Confidentiality against AII : Confidentiality
against AII says that a secure CL signcryption
scheme keeps the content of a signcrypted message for an insider adversary (malicious KGC).
As a formal definition, we can say that a secure
CL signcryption scheme is confidential for CII
if AII cannot find a PPT algorithm to obtain
the message m that a CL signcryption scheme
is created over. To show this, Game 2 has been
designed and written below.
Game 2: If AII can find no PPT algorithm
to win in Game 2 named IND-CLSC-CCA2II 3 , the CL signcryption scheme provides the
IND-CLSC-CCA2-II security. The Game 2 is
defined in four phases as follows.
• Setup: The security parameter λ is given,
and a master secret key s is generated by
C. Then, C executes a PPT alghorithm to
generate the set of system public parameters params. The C gives the set of system
public parameters params, the master secret key s, and the set OII to AII .
• Find stage: The AII submits polynomially
bounded numbers of queries to all oracles
in OII and stores all responses.
• Challenge stage: This phase is the
same Challenge stage phase described in
Game 1.
• Guess stage: This phase is the same Guess
stage phase described in Game 1.
The AII ’s advantage is defined as ADVAGame2
=
II
|P r[AII (σi , m1 , m2 ) = i |σi , m1 , m2 ] − 12 |, and
AII wins Game 2 if it has a non-negligible
advantage against C.

(4) Unforgeability against AII : This feature
says that an insider adversary should not be
able to forge a secure CL signcryption scheme.
As a formal definition, it can be said that the
CL signcryption scheme is unforgeable for AII
if AII can find no PPT algorithm to create
a valid CL signcryption on a message m. To
show this feature in a game, Game 4 has been
written in the following.
Game 4: If AII can find a PPT algorithm to
win in Game 4 named of EUF-CLSC-CMA-II 5
with a negligible probability, the CL signcryption scheme provides EUF-CLSC-CMA-II security. The Game 4 includes three phases as
follows.
• Setup: This phase is the same Setup phase
described in Game 2.
• Queries: This phase is the same Find stage
phase described in Game 2.
• Forgery: This phase is the same Forgery
phase described in Game 3.

(3) Unforgeability against AI : This feature says
that an outsider adversary should not be able
to forge a secure CL signcryption scheme by
implementing the key replacement attack. As a
formal definition, we can say the CL signcryption scheme is unforgeable for AI if AI can find
no PPT algorithm to create a valid CL signcryp4
3

Indistinguishability-certificateless signcryption-adaptive chosen ciphertext attack-type II
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Existential unforgeability-certificateless signcryption-chosen
message attack-type I
5 Existential unforgeability-certificateless signcryption-chosen
message attack-type II
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The AII ’s advantage is defined as ADVAGame4
=
II
P r[m ← U nsigncrypt(params, prU2 , puU1 ,
σ1 )], and AII wins Game 4 if it has a nonnegligible advantage against C.

4

The Efficient Certificateless
Signcryption

In this section, we describe our CL signcryption
scheme and analyze it in the RO model based on the
hardness of the PFP on HC.
4.1

The Scheme

Below we describe the details of our CL signcryption
scheme.
4.1.1

Setup Phase

In this phase, KGC executes a PPT algorithm to
setup the system. This algorithm takes security parameter λ and the KGC’s master secret key s as
input parameters and returns the set of system’s public parameters params = {C, D, Enck /Deck , h(.), q,
JC(Fq ), G, g} where C is a hyperelliptic curve on a
finite field Fq , D is a devisor of the large prime order
n in JC(Fq ) (n ≥ 280 ), Enck /Deck is a secure symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm (e.g., AES),
h(.) is a secure one way map-to-point (MtP) function
that is defined as a map h : {0, 1}∗ → Fq × Fq , q is a
large prime number (q > 280 ), JC(Fq ) is a jacobian
group, and g is the generator of the group G. Then,
KGC publishes the set of system’s public parameters
params and keeps s secure.
4.1.2

Partial Private Key Extraction Phase

The KGC computes the Ui ’s partial private key as
prUi = sh(IDi ) and sends it to Ui through a secure
channel. The user Ui keeps its partial private key prUi
secure.
4.1.3

User Key Generation Phase

The user Ui selects a random number xi ∈R [1, n − 1]
and computes its CL private key prUix = xi h(prUi )
and keeps it secure.
4.1.4

Key Generation Phase

The user Ui uses the selected random number xi
and params to generate its CL pair of public-private
key as (puUix , prUix ) where puUix = prUix D, and
publishes its public key puUix .
4.1.5

Signcryption Phase

To create the CL signcryption on the message m,
the user Ui selects a random number k ∈R [1, n − 1]
and computes K1 = h(kD), K2 = h(kpuV ), C =

EncK2 (m), r = h(K1 km), S = r+prk U , and R = rD.
ix
Then, Ui sends σ = {C, R, S} as the CL signcryption
on the message m to the verifier V .
4.1.6

Unsigncryption Phase

On receiving the CL signcryption set σ = {C, R, S},
V unsigncrypts the CL signcryption σ using its private key prV by calculating K1 = h(S(puUix + R)),
K2 = h(S(prV (puUix + R))), m = DecK2 (C), and
r = h(K1 km). Then, V verifies the decrypted message m if rD = R.
Correctness: The proposed identity-based CL signcryption scheme works since K1 = h(S(puUix + R)) =
h( r+prk U (prUix D + rD)) = h( r+prk U (prUix + r)D)
ix
ix
= h(kD), and K2 = h(S(prV (puUix + R))) =
h( r+prk U prV (prUix D+rD)) = h( r+prk U prV (prUix +
ix
ix
r)D) = kprV D = kpuV .
4.2

Security Analysis

In this section, we show, in the RO model, the presented CL signcryption scheme provides the security
features described in Section 3.2.2.
4.2.1

Confidentiality Against AI

The AI wants to find the message m that C encrypted
it (symmetric) using the presented method in CL
signcryption scheme.
Theorem 1. The presented CL signcryption scheme
provides IND-CLSC-CCA2-I security in the RO
model, and AI can implement the key replacement
attack on the presented CL signcryption scheme with
a negligible advantage against C if the PFP on HC is
hard.
Proof. The CL signcryption scheme is IND-CLSCCCA2-I-secure if AI can find no PPT algorithm to
win in Game 1 with a probability more than 12 . The
Game 1 is written in the next.
• Setup: The C, who has the security parameters λ
and the master secret key s, executes the setup
phase (or it calls Setup(λ)) of the presented
CL signcryption scheme. Then, C gives params,
and the set OI = {OP K , ORP K , OSC , OU SC }
to AI and keeps the master secret key s secure.
• Find stage: The AI generates polynomially
bounded numbers of queries and submits them
to all existing oracles in OI as follows:
◦ Private key query: The A submits polynomially bounded numbers of IDi to OP K to
0
get the partial private key prU
from OP K .
i
The OP K , with the help of random oracle,
0
returns prU
to A (A takes help from OP K
i
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since it, as an outsider adversary, has not
access to s). The A then calculates the
0
public key as pu0Ui = prU
D and generates
i
a table including all sent queries and re0
turned responses ({IDi , prU
, pu0Ui }). The
i
generated table will help to A in the guess
phase.
◦ Replace public key query: The A submits
polynomially bounded numbers of IDi as
queries to ORP K to get the full private
key related to the sent query from ORP K .
0
The ORP K returns prU
to A (in the
ix
background of ORP K , the random oracle
0
calculates prU
so that satisfies the equaix
0
tion of prUix = xi h(prUi )). The A collects
all responses and calculates the public key
0
as pu0Uix = prU
D.
ix
// In the following, it should be sent
queries to the both of OSC and OU SC
oracles since the both of signcryption
and unsigncryption algorithms use secret
values.
◦ Signcryption query: The A generates polynomially bounded numbers of messages
mi as queries. It then submits the gen0
erated messages mi , the received prU
,
ix
and puC as queries to OSC to get valid
signcryptions σi0 = {Ci0 , Ri0 , Si0 } from OSC
as responses. The CL signcryption set
σi0 = {Ci0 , Ri0 , Si0 } is generated due to
presented CL signcryption algorithm described inSection 4.1.5. The A stores the
queries-responses table {mi , σi0 } to use it
in the guess phase.
◦ Unsigncryption query: The A submits
polynomially bounded numbers of random
sets σi0 = {Ci0 , Ri0 , Si0 } as cipher queries to
OU SC to get the decrypted messages m0i
as responses (the queries sent to OU SC
are equivalent to queries sent to a symmetric decryption oracle to get m0i from
Ci0 ). The OU SC calculates (according to
the unsigncryption algorithm described
in Section 4.1.6) and returns m0i to A as
responses (the returned m0i to A can be
assumed as the returned response from
the symmetric decryption oracle). The A
collects all sets {σi0 , m0i }.
• Challenge stage: The C selects a random parameter xi and executes all phases of Partial private
key extraction, User key generation, and Key
generation. It then selects two challenges mi
with equal length where i ∈ {1, 2} (|m1 |= |m2 |)
and two random parameters ki ∈R [1, n − 1]
and calculates for i ∈ {1, 2}, as Ki1 = h(ki D),
Ki2 = h(ki puA ), Ci = EncKi2 (mi ), ri =
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ki
, and Ri = ri D.
h(Ki1 |mi ), Si = ri +pr
C
The C gives the two mi where i ∈ {1, 2} (the
two generated messages) and σi = {Ci , Ri , Si }
where i ∈R {1, 2} (one of the generated signcryptions) to A and asks it to guess a valid
value for i with probability more than 12 such
that mi = Dech(Si (prA (puC +Ri ))) (Ci ).
• Guess stage: The AI wins Game 1 if it guesses
the valid for i with a probability more than 12 .
According to the collected responses from all
oracles in OI (the stored tables), AI tries to
guess the valid answer. To achieve this it tries
as follows:
◦ The AI can calculate K1i = h(Si (puC +
Ri )) since it gives valid values Si , Ri , and
puC as a public parameter.
◦ The AI cannot find a valid value for prC
since it cannot factor prC0 = sh(IDC ) into
s and h(IDC ).
◦ The AI cannot calculate K2i = h(Si (prC
(puAI + Ri ))) since it has not valid value
for prC .
◦ The AI cannot calculate mi = DecK2i (Ci )
since it cannot calculate the valid value for
decryption key K2i (it is the main step in
for breaking message confidentiality).
◦ The AI can learn no distinguish between
C1 and C2 since the applied symmetric
Deck algorithm is assumed secure (INDCCA2-secure).

According to above guesses the advantage of AI in
Game 1 is calculated as ADVAGame1
= |P r[AI (C1 , C2 ,
I
mi )|i∈R {1,2} = i|C1 , C2 , mi ]− 12 |= P r[AI (Ci ) = mi
|Ci ] = P r[AI (Ci , Ri , Si ) = K2i |σi = {Ci , Ri , Si }] =
P r[AI (sh(IDC )) = s prC ]. Regarding the hardness
of the PFP on HC P r[AI (sh(IDC )) = s |prC ] < ε;
In fact, the guessing of valid answer is equivalent
to find the valid value of s, and AI should be able
to solve PFP if it wants to find s (the IND-CLSCCCA2-I security is reduced to the hardness of PFP).
Therefore, the advantage of AI against C in Game 1
is ADVAGame1
< ε, and the presented CL signcryption
I
scheme provides confidentiality against AI .
4.2.2

Confidentiality Against AII

The AII wants to find the message m that C encryped
it using the presented method in the presented CL
signcryption scheme.
Theorem 2. The presented CL signcryption scheme
provides IND-CLSC-CCA2-II security in the RO
model, and AII can break the message confidentiality of the presented CL signcryption scheme with a
negligible advantage against C on having the master
secret key of KGC s if the PFP on HC is hard.
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guesses the valid value for i with a probability more than 12 . According to the collected
responses from all existing oracles in OII , AII
tries to guess the valid answer for i. To achieve
this it tries as follows:
◦ The AII can calculate K1i = h(Si (puC +
Ri )) since it gives valid values Si , Ri , and
puC as a public parameter.
◦ The AII can find valid values for prC and
puC by calculating prC = sh(IDC ) and
puC = prC D since it has the master secret
key s.
◦ The AII cannot find a valid values for prCx
and puCx since it has not access to ORP K ,
and it cannot guess a valid value for the
random number xi .
◦ The AII cannot calculate K2i = h(Si (prCx
(puAII + Ri ))), and it has not a valid value
for prCx since it cannot factor prCx =
xi prCx into its factors to find xi .
◦ The AII cannot calculate mi = DecK2i (Cix )
since it cannot calculate the valid value
for decryption key K2i .
◦ The AII can learn no distinguish between
C1 and C2 since the applied symmetric
Deck algorithm is assumed secure.

Proof. The CL signcryption scheme is IND-CLSCCCA2-II-secure if AII cannot find a PPT algorithm
to win Game 2 with a probability more than 12 . The
Game 2 is written in the following.
• Setup: The C selects a master secret key s. To
generate params, C executes Setup phase of the
presented CL signcryption scheme using the security parameter λ. The C then gives params,
OII = {OP K , OSC , OU SC }, and s to AII (in
this game, A, as an insider adversary or malicious KGC, has access to s).
• Find stage: The AII generates polynomially
bounded numbers of queries and submits them
to all oracles in OII as follows:
// There is no need to send query to OP K since
A has access to s, and it can calculate the valid
partial private key prUi .
◦ Private key query: The A submits polynomially bounded numbers of IDi as queries
0
to OP K to get the partial private key prU
i
0
from OP K . On receiving prUi , AII stores
all received responses and calculates the
0
public key pu0Ui = prU
D using the rei
0
ceived partial private key prU
and D. The
i
A then generates a table consist of all sent
0
queries and responses ({IDi , prU
, pu0Ui }).
i
This table will be used in the guess phase.
// In this game, OU SC is assumed as the
decryption oracle which returns m0i for taking Ci0 .
◦ Signcryption query: The A generates polynomially bounded numbers of messages mi .
Then, it submits all generated messages
0
mi , the random full private key prU
(A
ix
0
has to use a random full private key prU
ix
since it has not access to the valid xi ), and
puC as queries to OSC to get signature sets
σi0 = {Ci0 , Ri0 , Si0 } as responses. The OSC
returns σi0 = {Ci0 , Ri0 , Si0 } to A as responses.
The AII stores all sets {mi , σi0 } to use in
the guess phase.
◦ Unsigncryption query: The A generates
polynomially bounded numbers of random
signature sets σi as queries and submits
them to OU SC to get messages m0i as responses (the queries sent to OU SC are
equivalent to queries sent to a symmetric
decryption oracle to get m0i from Ci0 ). The
AII stores all sets {m0i , σi } for using in the
guess phase (the returned m0i to A can be
assumed as the returned response from the
symmetric decryption oracle).
• Challenge stage: This phase is the same Challenge stage phase described in Section 4.2.1.
• Guess stage: The AII wins this game if it

Like Section 4.2.1, the advantage of AII in Game
2 is calculated as ADVAGame2
= |P r[AII (C1 , C2 ,
II
1
mi )|i∈R {1,2} = i|C1 , C2 , mi ]− 2 |= P r[AII (Ci ) = mi
|Ci ] = P r[AII (Ci , Ri , Si ) = K2i |σi = {Ci , Ri , Si }].
The last equation value is lower than ε since AII has
not valid value for prCx . Therefore, the advantage of
AII against C in Game 2 is ADVAGame2
< ε, and the
II
presented CL signcryption scheme provides confidentiality against AII . In fact, to find a valid value for
prCx , AII should be able to factor puCx = prCx D into
prCx and D. The factoring of puCx is equivalent to
PFP on HC; and we can say that the presented CL
signcryption scheme is IND-CLSC-CCA2-II secure
since PFP on HC is hard.
4.2.3

Unforgeability Against AI

The AI wants to create a valid CL signcryption on
the message m.
Theorem 3. The presented CL signcryption scheme
provides EUF-CLSC-CMA-I security in the RO
model, and AI can forge the presented CL signcryption scheme using the key replacement attack with a
negligible advantage against C if the PFP on HC is
hard.
Proof. The CL signcryption scheme is EUF-CLSCCMA-I-secure if AI can find a PPT algorithm to win
Game 3 with a negligible probability. The Game 3 is
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written in the following.
• Setup: This phase is the same setup phase described in Section 4.2.1.
• Queries: This phase is the same find stage phase
described in Section 4.2.1.
• Forgery: In this phase, AI wants to create a
valid CL signcryption using the private key
prU1x and the public key puU2 (generates a valid
CL signcryption or forges it) in which the created CL signcryption is verified successfully by
the public key puU1x and the private key prU2 .
// The A uses the stored query-response tables
to forge the CL signcryption.
◦ The AI cannot calculate valid value for
prU1 = sh(ID1 ) since it has not access
to the master secret key s, and it cannot
0
factor prU
into its factors.
1
◦ The AI cannot compute valid value for
puU1 = prU1 D since it cannot cannot calculate prU1 .
◦ To compute prU1x = x1 h(prU1 ), AI selects
a random value x1 . But it cannot calculate
prU1x successfully since it has not access
to the valid value prU1 .
◦ To create the CL signcryption on the
message m, AI selects a random number k1 and calculates K1 = h(k1 D),
K2 = h(k1 puU2 ), C = EncK2 (m), and
r = h(K1 km). But, it cannot compute
k1
S = r+pr
since it has not the valid
U 1x
value for prU 1x .
According to the above AI ’s tries, the advantage of
AI to forge successfully the presented CL signcryption
0
scheme is calculated as ADVAGame3
= P r[AI (prU
)=
1
I
0
s|prU1 ]. According to the hardness of the PFP on HC,
the mentioned probability is lower than ε, and the
advantage of AI against C to forge the presented CL
signcryption scheme is ADVAGame3
< ε. In fact, forgI
ing the presented CL signcryption scheme is reduced
to the hardness of the PFP on HC. Therefore, it can
be said that the presented CL signcryption scheme
provides EUF-CLSC-CMA-I security since the PFP
on HC is hard.

4.2.4

Unforgeability Against AII

The AII wants to create a valid CL signcryption on
the message m.
Theorem 4. The presented CL signcryption scheme
provides EUF-CLSC-CMA-II security in the RO
model, and AII can forge the presented CL signcryption scheme on having the KGC’s master secret key
s with a negligible advantage against C if the PFP on
HC is hard.
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Proof. The CL signcryption scheme is EUF-CLSCCMA-II secure if AII can find PPT algorithm to win
in Game 4 with a negligible probability. In Game 4,
A, as malicious KGC, has access to the master secret
key s. Game 4 is written below:
• Setup: This phase is the same setup phase described in Section 4.2.2.
• Queries: This phase is the same find stage phase
described in Section 4.2.2.
• Forgery: In this phase, AII wants to create a
valid CL signcryption using the private prU1x
and the public key puU2 in which the created
CL signcryption is verified successfully by the
public key puUix the private key prU2 .
◦ The AII can calculate a valid value for
prU1 = sh(ID1 ) since it has the master
secret key s.
◦ The AII cannot calculate a valid value for
prU1x = x1 h(ID1 ) since it has not access
to the valid value for x1 (or AII has not
access to the replace private key oracle
ORP K ).
◦ Like Section 4.2.3, to create the CL
signcryption, AII cannot compute S =
k1
r+prU 1x since it has not the valid value for
prU 1x .
The advantage of AII to win Game 4 is calculated as
0
0
ADVAGame4
= P r[AII (prU
) = x1 |prU
]. According
1x
x1
II
to the hardness of the PFP on HC, the mentioned
probability is lower than ε, and the advantage of AII
in Game 4 is ADVAGame4
< ε. In fact, the hardness
I
of the forging of the presented CL signcryption is
reduced to the hardness of PFP on HC. Therefore,
the presented CL signcryption scheme provides EUFCLSC-CMA-II security since the PFP on HC is hard.

5

Comparison

As it was described, the main contribution is to provide an efficient and short CL signcryption in which i)
it has low communication overhead and low-cost computational cost in signcryption/unsigncryption (Table 5), ii) has low-cost in the user key generation and
key generation phases (Table 6), and iii) has fast execution time (Table 7). Therefore, this section aims to
compare the terms of efficiency. Based on Section 4.2,
the proposed scheme provided IND-CLSC-CCA2-(I
and II) security and EUF-CSLS-CMA-(I and II) security in the RO model; And all compared schemes
supported the four mentioned security features in RO
model [11, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26] and standard model
[9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 20, 27].
The used acronyms and notation for this section are
written in Table 4.
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Table 4. The list of used acronyms and notations for comparison
Acronym/ Description
Notation
I

Inverse

M

Multiplication

Pa

Pairing

P ow

Power

Sq

Square

CostI

Cost of the inverse operation

CostM

Cost of the multiplication operation

CostP a

Cost of the pairing operation

CostP ow

Cost of the power operation

CostSq

Cost of the square operation

5.1

TI

Execution time of the inverse operation

TM

Execution time of the multiplication operation

TP a

Execution time of the pairing operation

TP ow

Execution time of the power operation

TSq

Execution time of the square operation

5.3

User Side Cost

In addition to the two phases of Signcryption and Unsigncryption, the presented CL signcryption scheme
is more efficient than recently-presented CL signcryp-

Execution Time

According to [33–35], the total execution time on the
user side can be estimated with the execution time
of multiplication. These estimates are written below,
and their calculations are shown in Table 7.

• TI ≈ 240TM
• TP a ≈ 495TM

Communication Overhead and
Computational Cost

The presented CL signcryption scheme is compared with some recently-presented CL signcryption
schemes, the result of which showed that our presented CL signcryption scheme is more efficient than
others on transmitter and verifier sides in such a
way that the Luo et al.’s scheme [12] is three times
bigger than our CL signcryption scheme in terms of
communication overhead. According to Table 4, we
have shown this comparison in Table 5 in detail (in
the mentioned comparison, we gave up the overhead
in the KGC side and the cost of MtP function and
symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm).
To calculate the communication overhead, the bitlength of all CL signcryptions’ tuples should be
counted. As an example, in the Zhou et al.’s scheme
[9], six 1024-bit parameters are returned, and in the
Luo et al.’s scheme [12], three 1024-bit parameters are
returned as the CL signcryption set. Therefore, the
Luo et al.’s scheme is more efficient than the Zhou et
al.’s. However, our presented CL signcryption scheme
is more efficient than all compared schemes since it
returns 416 bits as the CL signcryption, including
two 80-bit parameters on the HC and one 256-bit
parameter (C) as an output of the used symmetric
encryption.
5.2

tion schemes in the two phases of User key generation and Key generation since two HC-based multiplication operators are executed by the user in
the two mentioned phases in our CL signcryption
scheme. However, other recently-presented schemes
have higher computational costs than our CL signcryption scheme. That is, in the Caixue et al.’s scheme
[16] three powers and three multiplications are executed, and in the Luo et al.’s scheme [12] two powers
and one multiplication are executed (the comparison of other discussed CL signcryption schemes can
be found in Table 6). The mentioned comparison is
shown in Table 6 in detail.

• TP ow ≈ 240TM
• TSq ≈ 120TM

To compare execution time, it is assumed that users
have smartphones consisting of Hisilicon Kirin 925
2.45-GHz processor, using OS Google Android 4.4.2,
and 3-GB memory [35]. According to this assumption
(for more detail, refer to [35]), the execution time of
the multiplication operation is assumed to be 0.731
ms. We have also provided the total execution time
(ms) in Table 7.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, a short and efficient CL signcryption scheme was presented based on the HC, after
which it was proved that its security includes INDCLSC-CCA2-I and EUF-CLSC-CMA-I against adversary type I, and IND-CLSC-CCA2-II and EUFCLSC-CMA-II against adversary type II in the RO
model. We reduced the mentioned security features
to the hardness of the PFP on HC. The main feature of the presented CL signcryption scheme is having a short output as the CL signcryption where
the communication overhead is only 416 bits, while
recently-presented schemes had overheads of at least
three times bigger than our proposed CL signcryption scheme. Moreover, our proposed CL signcryption
scheme was proved to be more efficient than other
recently-presented CL signcryption schemes in computational cost in all phases. Therefore, the present
scheme is shorter and more efficient than others, and
it can be applied in low-resource devices in wireless
communications as well as in other fields.
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Table 5. The Comparison of CL Signcryption Schemes
Feature ⇒
Scheme ⇓

Hard problem

Transmitter side
overhead (signcryption)

Receiver side overhead
(unsigncryption)

Overall
overhead
estimation

CL signcryption length
(bit)

Zhou 2016 [9]

M-DBDH, Squ-CDH

3CostP a + 8CostP ow +
2CostSq + 3CostM
' 3CostP a

7CostP a + 1CostP ow +
1CostI + 1CostSq + 5CostM
' 7CostP a

10CostP a

6 × 1024 = 6144

Yu 2017 [11]

DLP

14CostP ow

4 × 1024 + 256 = 4352

Rastegari 2017
[10]

(K + 1)-CDHE,
BDHE,

3CostP a + 6CostP ow +
2CostSq + 6CostM
' 3CostP a

5CostP a + 1CostI + 1CostM
' 5CostP a

8CostP a

5 × 1024 = 5120

Caixue 2018 [16]

TD-q-ABDHE,
MDBDH, q-SDH,
Squ-CDH

4CostP a + 7CostP ow +
5CostM ' 4CostP a

4CostP a + 5CostP ow +
1CostSq + 6CostM ' 4CostP a

8CostP a

6 × 1024 = 6144

Luo 2018 [12]

DBDH, CDH

1CostP a + 1CostP ow +
6CostM ' 1CostP a

6CostP a + 2CostP ow +
1CostI + CostSq + 14CostM
' 6CostP a

7CostP a

3 × 1024 = 3072

Shan 2019 [17]

Modified-PS

6CostP a

8 × 160 = 1280

8CostP ow +1CostI +2CostM 6CostP ow + 2CostI + 5CostM
' 8CostP ow
' 6CostP ow

1CostP a + 9CostP ow + 5CostP a +3CostP ow +7CostM
1CostI + 8CostM ' CostP a
' 5CostP a
1CostI + 3CostM ' 1CostI

Gao 2019 [19]

CDH

Liu 2020 [21]

DLP, RSA

Kasyoka 2020
[22]

DLP, ECDLP

4CostM

Our Scheme

PFP (or HCDLP)

1CostI + 4CostM ' 1CostI

1CostI

3 × 1024 = 3072

12CostP ow

4 × 1024 = 4096

4CostM

8CostM

3 × 1024 = 3072

4CostM

1CostI

2 × 80 + 256 = 416

4CostM

6CostP ow +4CostM +2CostI 6CostP ow + 4CostM + 1CostI
' 6CostP ow
' 6CostP ow

Table 6. Comparison of User Side Cost

Table 7. Comparison of User Side Execution Time

Phase ⇒
Scheme ⇓

User key generation

Key generation

Phase ⇒
Scheme ⇓

Estimated time

Execution time
(ms)

Zhou 2016 [9]

2CostP ow + 1CostI

2CostM

Zhou 2016 [9]

722TM

527.782

Rastegari 2017
[10]

2CostP ow + 1CostI

4CostP ow +
2CostSq + 4CostM

Rastegari 2017
[10]

1924TM

1406.444

Caixue 2018
[16]

3CostP ow + 1CostM

2CostM

Caixue 2018
[16]

723TM

528.513

Luo 2018 [12]

1CostP ow

1CostP ow + 1CostM

Luo 2018 [12]

481TM

351.611

Shan 2019 [17]

1CostP a

1CostM

Shan 2019 [17]

496TM

362.576

Gao 2019 [19]

2CostM

1CostM

Gao 2019 [19]

3TM

2.193

Liu 2020 [21]

1CostP ow

1CostP ow

Liu 2020 [21]

480TM

350.88

Kasyoka 2020
[22]

4CostM

1CostP ow

Kasyoka 2020
[22]

244TM

178.364

Our scheme

1CostM

1CostM

Our scheme

2TM

1.462
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